Look for threatening conditions.

Listen for forecast updates or warnings of severe weather.

First thing in the morning, learn the weather forecast for the day.

If weather threatens, go to lowest floor in center of home or building.

Cut the pinwheel and NWS logo along the dotted lines. Using a push-pin, poke holes in the center dot (this side), dots at each corner (back side) and in the center of the NWS logo. Roll the pin around in little circles to enlarge the hole a little. Push the pin through the NWS logo. Gently bring every other point into the center and stick the pin through all four points. Push pin through center hole and then into pencil eraser or wooden dowel.

There are over 35 lesson plans in the National Weather Service education website JetStream - An Online School for Weather, a free resource at www.weather.gov/jetstream.